ALZHEIMER’S ASSOCIATION LAUNCHES COMFORT ZONE™, THE FIRST COMPREHENSIVE LOCATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DESIGNED FOR PEOPLE WITH ALZHEIMER’S

New System Combines Technology and Flexibility to Help People with Alzheimer’s Remain Active At Home Longer

CHICAGO, October 22, 2009 – Launched today, the Alzheimer's Association Comfort Zone™, powered by Omnilink, is the first comprehensive location management system designed specifically for Alzheimer’s, giving people with the disease more freedom and independence in their community while providing their family some peace of mind. Comfort Zone is a Web-based application that works with various location devices throughout the progression of the disease to proactively communicate the location of the person with Alzheimer’s within two to 30 minutes, based on the family’s selected plan. Comfort Zone also offers families assistance with 24/7 monitoring center services and access to emergency health records from the MedicAlert Foundation.

As Americans continue to live longer, prevalence of Alzheimer’s is expected to skyrocket from the current 5.3 million Americans to as many as 16 million by 2050, according to the Alzheimer's Association 2009 Alzheimer’s Disease Facts & Figures report. In addition to its slow, fatal progression, Alzheimer’s poses immediate safety concerns for people living with the disease and enormous challenges and stress for their 10 million family caregivers.

“As the Alzheimer’s epidemic gains momentum, the Alzheimer’s Association is committed to educating families about how to keep people with Alzheimer’s successfully in the community for as long as possible,” said Beth Kallmyer, MSW, director of Family and Information Services at the Alzheimer’s Association. “Comfort Zone is an interactive safety service that allows people with the disease to be more active and caregivers to be more confident whether they are in the same house, down the street, at work or across the country.”
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Comfort Zone combines the latest technology with flexibility, allowing families to change devices and plans as a person’s disease progresses and monitoring needs change. Using GPS and cellular technologies with online mapping, Comfort Zone allows the entire family to proactively determine the location of the person with Alzheimer’s. Families log into a secure, password-protected Web site similar to logging into most email systems and proactively establish safety zones. If the person with Alzheimer’s travels beyond the pre-set zones, they receive alerts via text or email within 15 or 30 minutes, depending on the device and service package purchased. These zones and alerts can be adjusted to meet the family’s needs as the disease progresses. Additionally, families can determine location within two minutes by initiating a “Find Me” or a longer “Follow Me” session, which provides updates every two minutes for one hour.

“Omnilink is pleased to partner with the Alzheimer’s Association and power the Comfort Zone application,” said Wain Kellum, CEO of Omnilink. “This is a great opportunity to use our advanced location-based services platform to give families flexible care options and choices throughout the progression of the disease.”

Bill Bailey, an Alzheimer’s Association Early-Stage Advisor living with the disease, and his wife Kitty Kennedy tested Comfort Zone from their Richmond, Va., home. Bailey, an avid exerciser, found he was able to ride his bike again and even drove 600 miles to camp with his brother-in-law for the first time since diagnosis. “I felt more confident that I would not get lost, because my wife could keep up with me,” said Bailey, Alzheimer’s Association Early-Stage Advisor. Kennedy adds, “As a caregiver, it gives me peace of mind to know that Bill is able to move about freely yet safely even if I’m at work, running errands or taking a break. With Comfort Zone in our back pocket, we bought ourselves more time and independence.”

“In the past, location management services and devices were bulky, complicated and prohibitively expensive. Advances in technology continue to make these solutions more discrete, simple and affordable offering families a choice,” said Kallmyer. “Comfort Zone is as easy as turning on a computer, receiving a text message or calling the monitoring center.”

The price of the Comfort Zone service packages varies, beginning at $42.99 a month with a $45.00 activation fee, similar to most cell phone services. For more information or to purchase Comfort Zone, visit the Alzheimer’s Association at www.alz.org/comfortzone or call 1-877-ALZ-4850 (1-877-259-4850).
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**About the Alzheimer’s Association**
The Alzheimer’s Association is the leading voluntary health organization in Alzheimer care, support and research. Our mission is to eliminate Alzheimer’s disease through the advancement of research; to provide and enhance care and support for all affected; and to reduce the risk of dementia through the promotion of brain health. Our vision is a world without Alzheimer’s. For more information, visit [www.alz.org](http://www.alz.org).

**About Omnilink Systems**
Omnilink Systems offers the most accurate and reliable platform for powering location aware mobile devices and applications. Utilizing its market-leading software, FocalPoint™, Omnilink provides complete on demand applications to rapidly provision and manage location intelligence for people and assets. Working with carriers, Fortune 100 companies, and U.S. Government Agencies through a software-as-a-service model (SaaS), Omnilink has built a complete LBS platform to extend and enrich new and existing applications for broader markets. For more information, please visit [www.omnilink.com](http://www.omnilink.com).

**About MedicAlert Foundation International**
MedicAlert Foundation International pioneered the first medical identification service in 1956 as a way to provide people with a simple but effective method for communicating their medical conditions. Since the organization’s founding, MedicAlert has provided services and products that protect and save the lives of its 4 million members. For more than 50 years, the organization has relayed vital medical information on behalf of its members to emergency responders so they receive faster and safer treatment. MedicAlert emblems, worn as bracelets, pendants, or watches, alert emergency personnel to a member’s EMIR. In addition to its 24-hour emergency response service, MedicAlert also provides family notification in the case of an emergency and so that members can be reunited with their families. For more information visit [www.medicalert.org](http://www.medicalert.org)
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